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ABSTRACT

The study was conducted to assess the effectiveness of financial management system

in Local Government Authorities: A Case study of Nachingwea district. The

government has put more effort to institute various oversight mechanisms in order to

ensure proper financial management system in the local councils, but the Local

councils performance are still  poor. Is there effective financial management system

in local councils?

The objectives of this study were to examine if there are effective and functioning

controlling mechanisms in LGAs; to determine whether LGAs follow the existing

financial regulations and laws; and to determine whether the council’s budgets and

accounts provided an indication of the quality and realism of budgeting.

Sampling methods such as purposive and random sampling were used. Data were

collected through interviews and questionnaires. Secondary data were extracted from

relevant reports and other documentary materials. Both qualitative and quantitative

data were analyzed using SPSS computer programme. The descriptive analysis

concentrated on numbers/frequencies and rates/percentages through tables and

figures.

The results of study showed that there are weak internal controls, payment controls

and authorization procedures. Most documents were not supported by the required

documents, procurement services were made contrary to government laid down

procedures and most financial regulations and laws were violated. LGA’s face

problems in implementing the budgets. The budget preparations in most of the LGAs

were not participatory (grass root levels) are not involved. There was poor control

over budget. Therefore most of local government authority lack effectiveness in

FMS.

The findings recommend; PMO-RALG to strengthen an appropriate internal control

to support LGA’ in their daily operation, Management should ensure council’s

accountable documents are properly safeguarded and made available for verification,

procurement procedures should be followed and budgetary control should be

properly emphasized.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

1.1 Overview

The research was on the Assessment of Effectiveness of the financial management

system in local government authorities. This chapter consists of; introduction and

background of the problem, statement of the problem, research questions, research

objective, significance of the study, scope of the study, limitation and delimitation of

the study.

In carrying out this study different literature review both theoretical and empirical

literature review will be read. The researcher reviewed elements of financial

management, financial control mechanism in local authority, budgeting system in

local government authorities, revenue collection in local authorities, types of audit

report in local authorities and accountability in local authorities

1.2 Context of the Study

Local authorities were established in Tanzania over 100 years ago. Periods covered

included; before the colonial era and during the initial period of the colonial era, the

Colonial Period when the Germans colonized the country, after independence in

1961 and re-establishment of local government authority. Local authorities faced

constrains in financial and human resource management. During 1980’s the

government took steps to improve the performance of local authorities to remove the

weaknesses to strength financial management system through the public financial

management reform programme (PFMRP).

The Public Financial Management Reform Programme (PFMRP) has been in

operation since 1998 and the Government has been successful in implementing it

through phased series of reform activities (URT, 2012a):
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The first phase started in 1998-2004 as an initial stage of the programme focusing

on minimizing the leakage of resources, strengthening financial control and

enhancing accountability, by reforming budget process and introduction of a

computerized Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS). This initiative was

well recognised as being successful in controlling expenditure, introducing aggregate

fiscal discipline and contributing to the stable macro-economic growth that has

followed. In July 2000, the government sought further assistance from the Swedish

Government in revision of its original programme for the completion of a new

project. In May 2001, the government and donors jointly carried out a Country

Financial Accountability Assessment (CFAA). IMF (2002) Report on the

Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSC) – (Fiscal transparency), which also

made a number of recommendations on financial management in the local

government.

The second phase took place in July 2004. The Government in consultation with its

Development Partners (DPs) launched PFMRP II to bring under a common umbrella

all PFMRP reform activities, regardless of their source or type of financing. PFMRP

II was underpinned by a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) which set out a

framework under which the government and development partners would cooperate

by channeling financial support via a PFMRP basket fund. The following

components were supported during this phase, namely: Policy Analysis and

Development, external Resources Management, Budget Management, Treasury

Management and Accounting, Procurement, Information Technology Service,

Investment Management, Administrative Support Services, External Audit Services,

and Programme leadership Coordination Monitoring and Evaluation. IMF (2002)

issued its Report on the Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSC) – (Fiscal

transparency), which also made a number of recommendations on financial

management in the local government.

The third Phase is based upon a comprehensive and in depth situation analysis as

well as lessons learnt from Phases I and II. The overall principles guiding the revised

strategy preparations are: the PFMRP Strategic vision and mission statement to excel
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in and sustain financial management and accountability, fiscal control and provision

of quality Treasury Services and achieve and maintain sound financial management,

resource mobilization and allocation, public debt management, government asset

management through developing robust fiscal and monetary policies, efficient and

effective provision of Treasury Services and enhancing professionalism.

It is widely accepted that all government public financial management systems need

to achieve the following basic outcome; maintain aggregate fiscal discipline, allocate

resources in accordance with government priorities and promote the efficient

delivery of services.

1.3 Emerging Challenges

Despite a number of significant improvements of financial management in

accountability, the assessment revealed a number of challenges such as: the issues of

noncompliance, limited execution, inadequate monitoring, insufficient capacity and

lack of enforcement, unclear strategy and poor coordination

1.4 Statement of the Problem

Local authorities are charged with the task among others of providing service to

people within their localities (Local Government Act, 1982).

The local government authorities (LGAs) are Funded by grants received from

Central Government and local revenue collected within the district. An effective

financial management system is inevitable in Local Government Authorities (LGAs).

This is because fund received by LGAs are for provision of basic services and

development programs. A sound financial management system is crucial to convince

the public that funds have been properly accounted for.

There have been persistence problems with the majority of the councils for a long

time, which led to poor performance. The Government took various efforts to

improve the situation; in early 1990 the Government embarked on Public Service

Reform Programme (PSRP). In 1984 -1998 the reintroduction of LGAs raised hopes

for an improved performance through greater involvement of citizens. These hopes
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were however not realized. Several studies were carried out to establish reasons for

this failure, and the following were identified as being some of the underlying

reasons: The human resource capacity and management was weak and this seriously

constrained performance by Local Government Authorities; Weak leadership and

poor management of the councils; Shortage of properly qualified, disciplined and

committed personnel; Shortage of revenue due to narrow tax base; Inadequate

number of staff in most of Local Councils; Lack of transparency and accountability

in the conduct of Council’s business.

The Local Government Reform Programmed (LGRP) was formulated and

implemented by the government in order to address the problems which constrained

the performance of the Local Government Authorities as mentioned above. Through

the programme, the government intends to strengthen local authorities and transform

them to be effective instruments of social and economic development at local level.

This has been addressed by the government in "A Local Government Reform Policy

paper of 1998. The policy paper was preceded by Reform Agenda (1996 -2000).

Also in May 2006 to 26 March 2007 the State and Territory Ministers for Local

Government met to discuss issues concerning the financial sustainability of local

government. The meeting determined that a series of nationally consistent

Frameworks on financial sustainability measures would be developed .They

endorsed nationally consistent frameworks and agreed that each State and Territory

government apply the frameworks in the context of their relationships with their

Local Government sectors The frameworks aim to provide a consistent reporting

mechanism for all Local Government Authorities and a clearer picture for State and

Territory governments of the financial and management "health" of Local

Governments. On 8 May 2009 they agreed to enhance the nationally consistent

frameworks on local government asset and financial management frameworks to

assist councils improve their asset and financial management and planning (PMO)

Since the 1990s the Government of Tanzania (GoT) has been progressively

strengthening various aspects of its financial management functions. The
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Government Financial System (GFS) uses Platinum SQL application software. It

includes all core financial accounting modules including System Management,

General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Inventory, Cash

Management, Order Entry, Purchase Order, and Asset Management.2 Since 1999 all

43 Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) have been incorporated into the

system. Despite this, large parts of the financial management system continue to be

paper-based.

CAG report for financial year 2006/2007-2007/2008 and 2008/2009-2009/2010 the

conclusion shows that the local councils are still performing poor. A number of local

councils with Qualified, Adverse and Disclaimer opinion has increased with

decreasing the number of unqualified opinion (URT, 2010).

The government has put more effort to institute various oversight mechanisms in

order to ensure proper financial management system in the local councils for instance

the three phases of The Public Financial Management Reform Programme (PFMRP),

but the Local councils performance are still  poor. Why there is continuous poor

performance in local government authorities? Is there effective financial

management system in local councils?

This prompted the researcher to fill the gap by assessing the effectiveness of

financial management system in Local Councils.

1.5 Research Objectives

1.5.1 Main Research Objectives

The general objective of this study was to assess the effectiveness of the of financial

management system in Local Government Authorities

1.5.2 Specific Research Objectives

(i). To examine the financial controlling mechanisms in Local

Government Authorities;
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(ii). To determine whether LGAs follow the existing financial regulations

and laws; and

(iii). To determine whether the council’s budgets and accounts provides an

indication of the quality and realism of budgeting.

1.6 Research Questions.

1.6.1 Main Research Question

. Are there effective financial management systems in Local Government

Authorities?

1.6.2 Specific Research Questions

i. Are there effective controlling mechanisms in Local Government Authorities?

ii. Are existing financial regulations and laws followed by LGAs?

iii. Are there council’s budgets and accounts which provide indication of the

quality and realism of budgeting?

1.7 Significance of the Study

The researchers expect the study to have significant in regards to suggestions and

recommendations based on the findings which are made;

(i) Nachingwea District council will be able to assess itself if there is an

effective functioning financial management systems;

(ii) Where there are weaknesses found, the Nachingwea district council will

be able to correct itself based on the suggestions of the researcher; and

(iii) The findings of this research will be useful by other students as source of

data for carrying further research

1.8 Scope of the Study

The study was conducted at Nachingwea district council one of the local

government councils in Lindi region.
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1.9 Limitations and Delimitations of the Study

1.9.1 Limitations of the Study

In confidentiality of data and knowledge of respondents: There are some data which

were not accessed easily during the study due to their confidential nature. This

somehow affected the efficiency and effectiveness of research work. Also, due to the

confidential in nature of the information, the researcher met with some of

respondents who were not keen to provide details in the subject matter. This made

sum of questionnaires to be left blank and other questionnaires were not returned.

Record management in the council. The council has poor record keeping. The

accounting records were not kept properly. This affected the researcher much

because it took long time to get the asked data.

1.9.2 Delimitations of the Study

Since the researcher is working in the area of study, he was able to build good

relationship with the management and all respondents. This assisted much to collect

many data. The problem of poor record management the researcher found no way to

solve this problem especially when he was told data were not available rather than

looking the same data from PMO-RALG and NAO.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter normally presents the literature related to the intended study. For this

case was dealing with what has been delivered by theorists and practionnaires about

financial management. The researcher therefore showed theoretical review, which

covers different views from various authors of books, journals, other unpublished

materials and empirical literature concerning with financial management system in

Local Government Authorities.

2.2. Theoretical Literature

2.2.1 Definition of Concepts

Finance

Finance is the science of funds management, or the allocation of assets and liabilities

over time under conditions of certainty and uncertainty. A key point in finance is the

time value of money, which states that a unit of currency today is worth more than

the same unit of currency tomorrow. Finance aims to price assets based on their risk

level, and expected rate of return. Finance can be broken into three different sub

categories: public finance, corporate finance and personal finance (Wikipedia, 2013).

Financial Management

Financial Management means planning, organizing, directing and controlling the

financial activities such as procurement and utilization of funds of the enterprise. It

means applying general management principles to financial resources of the

enterprise. Financial management can also be defined as managerial activities which

is concerned with planning and controlling of firms financial resources (Pandey,

2002)
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Local Government Authorities

URT (2012a) described that the Local Government Authorities in Tanzania are under

the jurisdiction of the Minister responsible for local government affairs. According to

Local Government (District Authorities) Act of 1982 and Local Government (Urban

Authorities) Act of 1982 and their amendments, the village, district and urban

authorities are responsible for: planning, financing and implementing development

programmes within their areas of jurisdiction. Local Government Authorities are

classified into two categories. Urban authorities are responsible for the

administration and development of urban areas ranging from townships,

municipalities and Cities. Rural Authorities commonly known as District Councils

form the second category. All Local Government Authorities are mandated to play

two main functions of administration, law and order; and economic and development

planning in their respective areas of jurisdiction.

2.2.2 Importance of LGAs Finance to the Community Development

According to URT (2006), Local Government Authorities are an important and an

integral part of public sector finances of Mainland Tanzania today, as they have

significant responsibility in the delivery of key government services such as primary

education and basic health care. While Local Government Authorities collect roughly

3-5 percent of all public sector revenues, they are responsible for over 20 percent of

public sector spending. As such, a sound framework for Local Government finance is

a key factor in assuring that the public sector delivers quality public services;

provides an enabling environment for economic growth; and pursues an aggressive

agenda of poverty reduction.

The Government’s vision of the country’s Local Government System is clearly set

forth in the Policy Paper on Local Government Reform (MRALG, 1998), which was

developed in a deliberative and consultative process. The vision is based on the

principle of “Decentralization by Devolution” by which autonomous local

governments are empowered with political and administrative control and provided

with the financial resources to assure the effective delivery of services to the public.
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2.2.3 Elements of Financial Management

Financial management consists of different elements of financial management which

are financial governance and leadership, financial strategy and planning, budgeting,

monitoring forecasting and reporting, treasure management, financial risk

management and internal control, finance for decision making, roles, responsibilities,

skills and competences and value for money (Fjeldstad, et al, 2004).

Agencies are required to have an effective financial management system as a

condition of receiving federal funds. Federal and state rules and regulations establish

several criteria that the financial systems of agencies receiving funds must meet.

These criteria can be grouped in several different ways. However, we have chosen to

rely heavily on the “Federal Common Rule” which broadly establishes standards for

financial management which are applicable to most grants, and we have identified

seven essential elements to an effective financial management (John, 1994). They

are: Financial Reporting, Accounting Records and Source, Documentation, Internal

Control, Budget control, Allowable cost, Cash management and Compliance.

Key Elements of FMS

A budget preparation sub-system which may or may not be based on a Medium-

Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF). Under a MTEF, the national budget is

derived from a multi- year rolling plan which is updated annually.

A budget execution and expenditure management sub-system to monitor and account

for revenues and public expenditures. Important elements typically include: an

accounting system; a cash management system to monitor the cash flow within

government; a commitment control system to monitor commitments; aid and debt

management system to track external aid and debt; and a payroll system. To ensure

consistency, the introduction of a uniform Chart of Accounts to capture receipts,

expenditures, and commitments is required. Other related expenditure control

mechanisms could focus on public procurement and inventory control (World Bank,

2004).
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Reporting and auditing sub-systems to ensure transparency, accountability, and

compliance with the budget or with existing regulations that govern public

expenditure management.

2.2.4 Internal and External Control Systems

2.2.4.1 Internal Control.

Millichamp, A.H (2002) states that internal control is “ the whole system of controls,

financial and otherwise established by the management in order to carry out the

business of the enterprise in an orderly and efficient to ensure adherence to

management policies, safeguard assets and secure as far as possible completeness

and secure and accuracy of financial records”.

According to USAID (2001), Internal Control is defined as “a control comprising the

plan of an organization and coordination of all methods and measures adopted within

the business to safeguard its assets, check the accuracy, and encourage adherence to

prescribed managerial policies”.

USAID (2001), also states that internal control is “a step taken by a business

enterprises or corporation to prevent employee fraud.” This will depend upon the

nature and the size of the business itself, the number of administrative transaction

concern and the internal control in and organization, this is because as the

organization grows bigger more strong internal controls are required in order to

prevent employee fraud.

Aboud (1992) pointed out the important role of Accountants is the safeguarding of

assets of enterprises. That, the accountant in the organization represent the most

important points to ensure frauds do not occur. Proper check should be arranged and

carried out to all stages in the departments.
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2.2.4.2 Types of Internal Control

Millichamp (2002) has talked about the internal control and he has explained

different types of internal control. The following are the types of Internal Control

over cash;

Organization: An enterprise should have the plan of organization, which should

define and allocate responsibilities, every function with responsible official, example

keeping a petty cash. Identify lines of reporting, delegation of authority lines of

reporting, delegation of authority and responsibility should be clearly defined.

Segregation of duties: No one person should be responsible for recording and

processing of complete transaction.  The involvement of several people reduces the

risks of internal manipulation or errors.

Physical control: This concern physical custody of assets and involve procedure

designed to limit the access to authorized personnel only. These controls are

especially important in the case of valuable, portable exchangeable or desirable

assets.

Authorization and approval: All transactions should be authorized and approved

by an appropriate person.

Arithmetical and Accounting: Procedures including checking the arithmetical

accuracy of the records, the maintenance and checking of the totals, reconciliation

control accounts, trial balances and accounting for documents.

Personnel: Procedures should be designed to ensure the personnel operating the

system are competent and motivated to carry out the task assigned to them.  The

proper function of the system depends upon the competence and integrity of

operating personnel.
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Supervision: All action by all level of staff should be supervised. The responsibility

for supervision should be clearly laid down and communicated to the people being

supervised.

Management control: Includes overall supervision control, review of management

accounts comparison with the budgets and internal audit.

Smith (2001) introduces two types of internal control over company’s cash.

(i). Custodianship: In this case, the controls used to protect the currency, coins,

cheques and other forms   that cash may take;

(ii). Other records control: in this case, the various record keeping controls that

ensure the ready availability of reliable information about the flow of cash in all

forms;

2.2.4.3 External Control

These are those directed from the Central Government and other organs as explained

below:

External Auditor

This is the Controller and Auditor General (CAG). The CAG audits all accounts

annually. This is according to the law as stipulated under section 45(1-5) of the Act

No 9 of 1982. Also Article 143 provides that there shall be Controller and Auditor

General of the Accounts of the Government of the United Republic of Tanzania. The

role of the Controller General is to ensure proper use of public finances by the

Central Government and Local Governments. Kitula, et al, 1990:107 studies in the

local authorities indicates that the CAGs office is understaffed

The Ministry Responsible for Local Government.

This is the overall controller of over council’s funds. Annual estimates of both

revenue and expenditure have first to be approved minister before they are presented
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to the national assembly.( Act.9 of 1982section9A and Act No 7 section 168;Act No

8 section 70).The council may pass  estimates without  approval of the Minister.

The minister has power to insect and checks the books of accounts by sending

inspection team to councils. These power have been delegated to Regional

commissioner act 9 of 1982section 43(14). The Local Government Laws gives the

Regional Commission the role of legal oversight and legal audit over Local

Government Authorities. The Provision of Section 78 A stipulate as follows:

In relation to the exercise of powers and performance of functions of local

government authorities conferred by this Act, the role of the Regional Commissioner

and District Commissioner shall be to investigate the legality when questioned of

actions and decisions of local government authorities within their areas of

jurisdiction and to inform the Minister or take such appropriate actions as may be

required.

According to act No 7 0f 1982 section 75(1) and 76(1) the Minister has power to

dissolve an authority which contravene any national policy or guideline or standard

or may issue directives.

Donor

Funds issued by donors are always attached with condition and procedures to be

followed; this means they institute their own financial control mechanisms to ensure

that funds issued are utilized according to the agreements specified. For example,

signing of memorandum of understanding between donors and councils. Going

contrary to MoU the donor may withdraw from the council assistance which may

adversely affect council performance and may lead to loss of credibility in the eyes

of the general public (Shirima and Mrina, 1996).

General Public and Court of Law

The general public and court of law are external financial control in the local

authority. The Local Government Finance Act. No 9 of 1982 Section.49 require the
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council to publish annual statement and other statutory reports to public, if not

satisfied they may exert pressure to the council for more clarification and

disciplinary act may be taken. As legal persons, LGAs are legally accountable for

any loss or injury they may cause to any person. Thus in private law a legal action

can be taken against a LGA. As a government organ, a LGA is also liable in public

law. Thus, the decisions and actions of a LGA can be scrutinized by courts in judicial

review proceedings. In other jurisdictions, judicial review is one of the effective

ways of making LGAs accountable for their action, inaction, or non-performance of

their duties.

2.2.4 Function of Financial Managers

The financial manager’s has the task to make decision concerning with the

acquisition and the use of funds for greatest benefit of the firm. They deal with

specific activities such as forecasting and planning, major investment and financing

decisions, coordination and control and dealing with the financial markets (Weston,

et al, 1996)

According to Harry, 2004. The role of financial manager is separated into three main

areas; the raising of fund, the efficient allocation of financial resources and

maintaining control over the resource to ensure objectives are met.

2.3 Empirical Literature

Empirical research has been done to explore and assess on financial management

system in local government authorities as here under:

USAID  (2001), identified that local government authority are duty bound to ensure

that the profit they make or levy they collect annually will suffice to meet that part of

expenditure which when added to other sources of their revenue such as grants and

miscellaneous receipts would make their annual recruitment budget

USAID, (2001), also discovered that the poor financing of councils in their 0wn

development projects, is due to unstable revenue beside that has led the public
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dissatisfaction and criticism on the poor performance of councils in the provision of

social services and development activities. They suggested that councils must ensure

that their revenue bases are stable also making their revenue budgets realistic ones.

According to Warioba (1999),the management and accountability of local

authorities’ finances is therefore a matter of concern not only to the, councilors but

also to every citizen who contributes to the revenue. In providing services, the

councils must make the best use of funds at its disposal.

USAID, (2001) analyze the relationship between the quality of management and the

budget performance of state-level governments in the United States. The study

quantifies a state government’s financial performance (the dependent variable in

their analysis) as a share of public spending that is spent on state-level programmatic

priorities. They find that the quality of state management has a direct effect on state

policy commitments; more precisely, better-managed states tend to spend more on

their programmatic priority areas. The empirical analysis further reveals that public

interest group activity, government ideology, and citizen ideology also have

significant effects on the government’s performance in funding priorities.

Kimberly (2001), study focused on the financial management systems in Tanzania

and the financial records that underpin them. It examines core central government

systems as well as those used by the Dar es Salaam City Commission, the largest

local authority in Tanzania. The programmes for managing financial records are

assessed against a specially developed reference model. The researcher found that

the Financial Regulations are out of date and do not take into account the

implementation of the Platinum Integrated Financial Management System,

particularly the need to manage computerised financial records which the system

creates. This is compounded by a widespread belief within government that there is

no provision for the admissibility of electronic records in a court of law. An up-to-

date Accounting Manual is available for sub-treasuries. However, there is no

Accounting Manual for headquarters and line ministries. There are significant

problems with the existing laws and regulations. There are no generic disposal

schedules for financial records that can be applied across all ministries. Moreover,
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existing archival regulations display an unhelpful bias in favour of preserving records

at all costs, irrespective of whether they have a continuing value. It is often the case

that the rules with respect to the prompt destruction of redundant financial records

are widely ignored or misunderstood

(Saideya, 2004)  One of the reasons for differences in revenue collection in the LGAs

in Tanzania is poor financial management and unrealistic budgeting system.

Similarly, Robert, et.al (2012) examines the relationship between a local

government’s financial management practices and the local government’s financial

performance for a large sample of municipalities in the United States. In her study, a

local government’s financial condition (i.e., its performance) is measured as the

simple average of four fiscal indicators (including cash solvency, budget solvency,

long run fiscal solvency, and service delivery solvency) using a database of over

1,600 U.S. cities compiled by the Government Finance Officers Association. Local

financial management practices are measured based on a survey of the chief financial

officers for almost 500 of the sample municipalities, incorporating assessments of the

local budgeting system, strategic planning system, fall-back system,

accounting/reporting system, internal control system, and the local financial

leadership system.

The available evidence indicates that the inadequate management of

intergovernmental transfers and local government finances results in substantial

leakages of local public resources that are intended to fund pro-poor public services

such as primary education or basic health services

Andrews et al. (2005) conduct an analysis of the determinants of overall local

government performance in the U.K. based on a Comprehensive Performance

Assessment (CPA) of all major local authorities in England conducted by the U.K.

Audit Commission in 2002. While the assessment was intended to strictly reflect

how local authorities are managed rather than the external conditions that they face,

Andrews et al. (2005) find that CPA scores were significantly influenced by the
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characteristics of the local population, such as social diversity and economic

prosperity. Thus poor local government performance in the U.K. appears to be

attributable, in part at least, to the more difficult circumstances faced by some local

governments rather than exclusively by bad local administrative practices.

(Fjedstad et al, 2004) conducted research aiming at analyzing changes in Local

Authorities capacity for financial management and revenue enhancement and

changes relating to governance including accountability and responsiveness of local

government. The report provides baseline data in six councils in Tanzania:

Bagamoyo District Council, Ilala Municipal Council, Iringa DC, Kilosa DC, Moshi

DC, and Mwanza City Council.The data cover the period 2000-2003.They observed

the administrative problem for many councils to be the reason for inability to collect

revenue.In many councils there were gaps between reported and projected this reflect

weak budgeting.

According to REPOA 2008 (Research on Poverty Alleviation) which was done and

submitted found out that while there is a relatively clear system of accountability in

local government, the performance of accountability mechanisms remains

problematic. Several reasons are usually cited to explain the poor accountability and

governance that takes place in LGA. These include: poor access to information, poor

working tools and infrastructure, technocratic procedures and formats for releasing

information and lack of a culture of transparency. Poor representation of the citizens

by their councilors in the decision making processes and the lack of participation in

these processes contribute to further undermine accountability. As regards

administrative capacity, most councils are still operating with limited human

resource capacity, both in terms of numbers and expertise.

The CAG report on tested councils for the year 2006/2007-2007/2008 and

2008/2009-2009/2010 indicates the following conclusion (CAG, 2010)
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FY 2006/2007-2007/2008

(i.) Overall the number of councils with unqualified opinions has decreased from

100 (81%) in the year 2006/2007 to 72 (54%) in the year 2007/2008.

(ii.) Overall the number of councils with qualified opinions has increased from 24

(19%) in the year 2006/2007 to 61 (46%) in 2007/2008. Of the 61 LGAs issued with

qualified opinion

FY 2008/2009-2009/2010

(i.) The number of councils with Unqualified Opinions has decreased from 77

(58%) in the year 2008/2009 to 65 (48.5%) during the year under review

(2009/2010);

(ii.) The number of councils with Qualified Opinions has increased from 55

(41%) in the year 2008/2009 to 65 (48.5%) during the year under review

(2009/2010);

(iii.) The number of councils with Adverse Opinions has increased from 1(1%) in

the year 2008/09 to 4(3%) during the year under review (2009/2010); and

(iv.) Like the situation in the previous year, no Council was issued with

Disclaimer of Opinion during the year under review.

This means LGAs are still performing poor in their FMS. Therefore there is a decline

in performance.

(Fjedstad et al, 2004) With respect to the quality of financial management their

research did not, at that stage, identify any differences between the case councils that

were part of the initial LGRP phase 1 and those which were not. Gaps between

budgets and accounts provide an indication of the quality and realism of budgeting in

the case councils. No trend coud be derived from the data, as the gaps between

reported and projected revenues vary from year to year in all councils. For some

councils, and in particular Moshi DC, the annual fluctuations were substantial and
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reflected weak budgeting. Moreover, the staffing situation in the case councils’

treasury departments differs with respect to both the number of staff members and

their qualifications. The urban councils were better staffed than the rural ones.

However, a general picture from the Treasury Departments was that about one third

or less of the staff are trained accountants. The remaining majority of staff have

either no formal training in accounting or only certificates. Furthermore, while more

councils than before have a ‘clean’ statement on their accounts from the Controller

and Auditor General (this applies to Ilala MC, Kilosa DC, Moshi DC and Mwanza

CC, which all received clean reports in 2001.

Vibeke and Lise (2005) discussed FMS in five African Countries. The note draws

upon the experiences of these five African countries, each of which have made

different choices for FMS design and implementation:

Ghana has been implementing an ambitious multi-facetted Public Financial

Management Reform Program since 1996, which aims to address all of the above

mentioned elements of the budget and expenditure management process. Part of the

program is to introduce three-year rolling plans for the government based on the

MTEF. The new budget and financial management system now under development

is based on state-of-the art IT-technology (i.e. Oracle Financials) and will cover the

entire central government, including its decentralized entities. Under the program,

about 2,000 workstations will be installed and integrated into one network. Several

thousand public sector employees will be trained to ensure compliance with the new

system. The pilot phase (1996-2001) has focused on reforming the budget

preparation process with the introduction of the MTEF, revising the regulatory

framework for expenditure management, deve loping a new procurement law, and

introducing a pilot integrated budget and expenditure management system in the

Ministry of Finance, the Controller and Accountant General’s Department, and in six

key ministries. At the same time, the payroll system is being modernized and is

scheduled to be integrated into the new expenditure management system.
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Tanzania is well-advanced in implementing a new integrated FMS, which focuses

on budgeting, accounting, cash management, and commitment control. The

modernization of the payroll system was addressed under a separate project.

Tanzania’s reform program, launched at the same time as Ghana’s, involves a phased

approach, initially introducing an accounting system, followed by an MTEF-based

budget preparation process. The IT-solution selected is a medium- sized financial

management and accounting package (Platinum) and is significantly less complex

than Ghana’s. The rollout plan, which began in 1998, was based on an incremental

approach and focused initially on the Accountant General’s Department and ten pilot

ministries. After a consolidation phase, the system was rolled out to all 43 ministries

and departments in the capital. Subsequently, the system was introduced in twenty

regional treasuries and now covers the entire central government. At the local level,

the system has been introduced to 28 Local Government Authorities and a roll-out to

an additional 30 authorities is ongoing. For the revenue agencies, a comprehensive

expenditure management system has been introduced, which operates on an accrual

basis, encompassing creditors, debtors, depreciation, and assets and liabilities. The

system also provides for procurement, tender management, asset management

modules. The backbone of the system is a WAN that links the agencies in the capital;

the remote sites are connected by dialup technology or more recently by a private

service provider. Currently, over 500 terminals have been installed and over 1,500

staff have been trained.

In Burkina Faso, a new financial management system was introduced in 1994. It

focuses primarily on budget execution and expenditure management and entails

budget preparation but has not introduced a MTEF. The backbone of the IT-solution

is a customized expenditure management and accounting system (based on Oracle).

The rollout focused initially on the budget and treasury departments and was

expanded to all central government ministries in the capital and then to the regional

treasuries, where it is accessible by intranet connection. At the current stage, about

6250 workstations are integrated into the system. Subsequent rollouts to the regional

offices of line ministries are under consideration.
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Malawi initiated budget and administrative reforms in 1995 with a MTEF, which

was to introduce a medium-term planning framework while strengthening the in-year

budget process. Difficulties in deepening the MTEF, as well as problems in

implementation such as the build-up of arrears and reliance on extra-budgetary

sources of funding, have led to a strategic re-thinking of reforms. The government is

seeking to strengthen the systems for execution and reporting and accountability

mechanisms to improve the credibility of the budget process. In this context, efforts

to pilot an integrated FMS in four ministries focus on budget execution, accounting,

cash management, and commitment control. The customized FMS software was

introduced in the pilot institutions in 2001. The package solution—CODA

Financials—is a medium-sized financial management and accounting software,

sufficiently versatile to be tailored to different institutional arrangements (for

example, centralized and decentralized systems) and to operate in a stand-alone

mode in remote areas. Following the completion of the pilots, a horizontal rollout of

the FMS to other central ministries is envisaged to fit the needs of Malawi's existing

institutional framework, such as its decentralized payment system. A FMS team has

been organized to support the IT, data management, and capacity building

dimensions of implementation; counterpart teams have been formed in all pilot

ministries. The communication infrastructure includes a fully operational Wide Area

Network (WAN) on which the FMS and other automated information systems will

run. Other parallel projects focus on automating the payroll and pension systems, as

well as on aid and debt management. An interim IT policy is being developed to

guide the integration of these systems with the FMS.

Uganda is preparing a comprehensive financial management reform program, to

overhaul the budget and expenditure management processes at the central and

decentralized governmental levels. In line with its decentralization policy, the

government intends to delegate authority in the area of public finance to local

governments. The new system will address all stages of the financial management

process, including budget preparation, budget execution, accounting, and cash

management, fiscal reporting, and asset management. The new system is being

complemented by other parallel reforms, such as the adjustment of the regulatory
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framework for financial management, procurement and external audit reforms. At the

local government level, efforts are under way to enhance capacity for financial

management. The rollout of the new is scheduled to begin in 2002 and will be

completed in 2005 covering all central government ministries and departments and at

least 10 districts. The system will be operated by the Uganda Computer Service

Department, which will be restructured, modernized, and transformed into a

semiautonomous institution.

In each country, the starting point which triggered the reforms was similar for the

analysis to identify the weaknesses of the financial management system. The reviews

were by and large initiated by the donor community, concerned about the status of

public finance in these countries, and not by the countries themselves. One can also

observe a variety of approaches, even in countries with similar colonial heritages.

The most significant difference is the scope and dimension of the reform agenda. In

the case of Ghana, Tanzania, and, to some extent, Uganda, the reform agenda is far-

reaching and comprehensive, addressing all major weaknesses of the FMS.

FMS reforms include complex technical, procedural, institutional and behavioral

adjustments that require specialized expertise. Finding expertise in key areas (i.e.

project management, capacity building, IT) has been a problem in the selected

countries and has caused delays and implementation difficulties. It is also important

to take into account that while some relevant expertise may be available ‘in house’, it

may take time to ensure the external procurement of the necessary capacity

Training needs and capacity building assessments are key elements of the reforms in

all five African countries. Ghana has adopted a far-reaching approach which is based

on a comprehensive needs assessment. In the Ghana reform, significant investments

are made to upgrade the accounting and IT skills in the public sector and to

institutionalize the new FMS in public sector operations. Almost 5,000 staff will

benefit from the training and capacity building activities. Burkina Faso and Tanzania

implemented a less ambitious program, focusing on the development of core IT skills

and the qualification of a key group of users. While it may require a more in-depth

analysis to make a final assessment, more comprehensive capacity building efforts
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are recommended to avoid skills/capacity constraints and the potential loss of

qualified public sector employees to the private sector.

The lessons learned from the experience in five African countries are summarized as

follows:

“Don’t fall in love with IT”—to effectively reform public financial

management, it is critical to identify and focus on the systemic and institutional

weaknesses of the existing system of public finance. A reform process typically

entails complex technical, procedural, institutional, and behavioral adjustments.

“Think small”—a well-focused incremental approach to FMS reform is likely to be

more successful. The priorities of the reform agenda should be carefully determined.

It should focus on areas likely to trigger the intended systemic and institutional

changes. At the center stage should be the transformation of the existing budget

execution process.

2.4 Research Gap

Based on the above empirical literature, it was evident that a good number of

researches similar to this study have been in difference places, with

recommendations and suggested solutions, but still the performance of local councils

remained poor. However there is no published evidence which indicate that the same

research have been done in Lindi region specifically at Nachingwea District Council

to address exactly the poor performance. This research sought to bridge this gap.

Therefore data to be collected from this study, the conclusion and recommendations

will cover the gap.

2.5 Conceptual Framework

Conceptual framework for this study is shown in figure 2.1 below. The framework

shows the relationship among basics factors which are important for Financial

Management System in the district council in study.

A conceptual framework of the study shows effective Financial Management

System needs to comprise with independent variables such as Legislations &
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Policies; Roles & Responsibilities; Authorities & Accountabilities; Values &

Principles; and Processes supported by intermediary variable, Enablers that when

adhered to produce depended variable a sound and effective financial management

system. These basics are elaborated below:

Independent variables

(i). Legislation & Policies are the foundations of sound financial management,

including legislation and regulations, and laws;

(ii). Roles & Responsibilities reflect the expected financial management

responsibilities of DED, heads of departments, and financial staffs. The Roles and

Responsibilities reflect the concept that financial management is everyone’s

responsibility;

(iii). Authorities & Accountabilities reflect delegated authorities and financial

management accountabilities;

(iv). Values & Principles set out the ethical value statements and foundations of

sound financial management, which guide heads of departments in fulfilling their

financial management duties and

(v). Processes are the means by which the Finance Management system is

operationalized. The System identifies financial management process standards for

resource allocation, revenue and expenditure management, asset and liability

management, transactional procedures, and ongoing monitoring and assurance; and

Intermediary variable and independent variable

Enablers are the underpinnings of the System, and represent the essential elements

that must be in place across the finance department. Enablers include visible senior

management commitment, skills and knowledge capabilities, and quality integrated

financial management information that is transparent, timely and reliable, supported

by appropriate financial management systems and tools.
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual Framework

Source; Author’s construction, 2013
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter represents how research was designed and how the actual field work

was carried out. It discusses the types of data that were used and their sources, data

collection methods, data analysis, study area, study population, sample size and

sampling techniques that were used.

3.2 Study Area

Location

The study was conducted at Nachingwea District Council, which is located in the

South East of Tanzania main land and is one of the five districts forming Lindi

Region. Other districts include; Ruangwa, Liwale, Kilwa and Lindi rural.

Nachingwea district is boarded with Ruangwa District to the North-Eat; to the South-

East boarders with Masasi District; South-West borders with Tunduru District and

North-West boarders with Liwale District. Nachingwea district lies between Latitude

100 -110 South of Equator and Longitude 380-390 East of Greenwich. The district

covers an area of about 7,070 square kms (URT, 2012b).

Climate

URT (2012b) described the climatic characteristics of Nachingwea District that; it

lies between 200 - 900 meters above sea level. The District is occupied with

vegetation savannah type characterized by different dominant grasses, trees and

bushes. The district receives annual rainfall rate of between 800 – 1,000mm and has

only one rainy season which normally falls between the months of November to

April. Lionja, Lukuledi, Kihatu and Mbwemkuru are seasonal rivers which become

mostly active during rainy season. Rainfall increases with altitude, hence the

lowlands are relatively drier compared to the highlands. Day time temperature ranges

from 250 to 310 C and relative humidity ranges from 71% to 86%.
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Soil and Topography

Nachingwea District has five Agro-Ecological Zones classified according to the type

of soil.

i. Ruponda Zone: Mainly loamy soil and sand loamy;

ii. Nambambo zone: Characterized by red soil and sand loamy;

iii. Naipanga zone: Characterized by red soil and sand loamy;

iv. Lionja zone:  Dominated by sand loamy and sand clay loamy; and

v. Kilimarondo zone: Dominated by sand loamy and sand clay loamy.

Generally, the Nachingwea soil is red and fertile and in some part consists of earth,

granite, basement rocks and quartzite. The soil is basically sand loams and is both

workable and fertile.

Vegetation

The District is occupied with vegetation Savannah type characterized by different

dominant grasses, trees and bushes. Since it lies on Savanna, is endowed with

Miambo woodlands and valuable hard wood trees famous for timber such as Mtondo,

Mninga, Mkalati, Mpangapanga and Mchenga.

Human Activities

In Nachingwea more than 90% of the population live in rural areas and depend on

agriculture and livestock keeping as their main economic activities. About 5,337

square km of which 152.685 square kms equal to 29.7% of suitable land for

agriculture is under cultivation. The potential irrigation land is 260 Ha; the irrigated

land area in the district is 60 Ha. District economy depends highly on production of

cash crops mainly; Cashew nuts, Sesame and Pigeon peas. However, major food

crops grown in the district are; Maize, Cassava, Rice and Millet. The agriculture
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sector as a driver of the district economy contributes 90 percent to the economy and

employs over 85 percent of the population

Administrative Units and Management

Administratively, Nachingwea District is divided into 5 Divisions; 32 Wards and 125

villages and Nachingwea Township Authority composed by 17 hamlets (vitongoji) as

shown in Table 3.1 below.

The decision making is made by the councilors through various committees and the

full council. The District Executive Director is the head of executive wing of the

council. He is responsible for day to day activities of the council, according to

section 33 of local Government Finances Act No. 9 of 1982 (Revised 2000) he is

also the accounting officer of the council. The DED is assisted by heads of

departments namely Administration, Finance, Economic & Trade, Health, Primary

Education, Secondary Education, work, planning & Environment, Agriculture,

Livestock, Co-operative and Community development department. DED is also

assisted by Internal Auditor and Legal Officer with responsibilities of advising him

on matters falling under their jurisdiction.

Table 3.1: District Administrative Units, Divisions, Wards and Villages

S/No Divisions Wards Villages

1 Nambambo 7 21

2 Ruponda 9 42

3 Lionja 4 15

4 Naipanga 8 35

5 Kilimarondo 3 13

TOTAL 32 126

Source: District Executive Director’s Office, (Administrative Department),

Nachingwea District, 2013
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Population

According to URT (2013) National Census conducted 2012 shows that the District

has a total population of 178,464 of whom 86,382 are males and 92,082 are females

living with average household size of 3.7.

Ethnic Groups

The main ethnic groups found in Nachingwea are Mwera, Ngindo, Yao, Makonde

and Makua. Jando and Unyago are part and parcel of their traditional norms, cultural

values and practices.

3.3 Research Design

Kothari (2004) defined the research design as the arrangement of conditions for

collection and analysis of data in a manner that aims to combine relevance to the

research purpose with economy in procedure. Therefore research design is the

conceptual structure within which research is conducted; it constitutes the blueprint

for the collection, measurement and analysis of data.

Research design was descriptive studies which focused on studying a situation or a

problem in order to explain the relationship between variables, and used scientific

method which involves observation and describing the situation. Descriptive study

was also useful when it was not possible to test and measure the large number of

sample needed for more quantitative of experimentation.

The research also took the form of a case study which allowed a variety of research

methods.

3.4 Population under the Study

Population is the totality of the objects under investigation (URT, 2012b). Population

can refer to the total number of people living within a defined area. Basically the

population of the study comprised members from different departments of

Nachingwea District Council.
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3.5 Sample Size and Sampling Technique

3.5.1 Sample Size

Because of the financial resources and time constraints it was not be possible for the

researcher to cover the whole population. Instead sampling technique was used to

serve both time and money.  Researcher believes that the sample size represents the

true representative of what was expected from the population. The sample size under

this study was The Nachingwea District council which constitutes different

departments and members within the council as shown in the table below;

Table 3.2: The Sample Size

No. Respondents No. of people

1 Chairman of council 1

2 Director [DED] 1

3 Head of departments 12

4 Finance committee committee 2

5 Members within the department 84

Total 100

Source: Nachingwea District Council, 2013

The above table showed 100 people out of which 16 were expected to be interviewed

and 84 to be supplied with questionnaires.

3.6 Sampling Methods

In this study two types of sampling methods were used, purposive sampling and

random sampling.

3.6.1 Purposive Sampling

Purposive sampling was used to select respondents from selected departments who

are informed and competent to provide information as regards to financial

management system, Most of these individuals are decision makers of the selected

departments. This type of sampling was applied because the researcher: aimed at

specific information from the members of the selected departments who have
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knowledge about specific area under study, was interested in acquiring a wide range

of opinions and views from the members about their perceptions of the services

offered by Finance department and their views about financial management system

in general.

3.6.2 Random Sampling

Random sampling was used to select individuals from department who provided any

information that was basing upon to confirm practice of financial management

system.

3.7 Types and Source of Data

The researcher obtained data from two types of sources of data, primary sources and

secondary sources of data.

According to Sounder (2009) primary data are those which are collected afresh and

for first time, and thus happen to be original in character, on the other hand

secondary data refers to those data which have already been collected and analyzed

by someone else.

Primary Data Collection

Primary data collection involved questionnaire administering, interviews and

discussion. Prior to administering questionnaire and conduction interview, the

researcher visited different departments and had meeting with of heads of

departments for introducing the key purpose of the study. A questionnaire was

designed with both open and closed questions. The questionnaires were distributed to

staff members to get both qualitative and quantitative data. Interview and discussion

was done to the selected members who are at management level such as Chairman of

council, District Executive Director, heads of departments and finance committee

members in their offices.
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Secondary Data Collection

Secondary data collection such as background information, payments, revenues and

expenditures and procurements documents were extracted Nachingwea district

council profile, from financial  statements reports, CAG audit reports, journals,

reports, books; and other relevant documented materials, which were found in

Nachingwea district council, Ministry of Finance and Economy Affairs, National

audit office articles, and from the internet.

3.8 Data Collection Methods and Instruments

This refers to the methods which a researcher used in order to collect data. The

researcher used questionnaires, interviews, observation and documentary review to

collect primary and secondary data.

3.8.1 Questionnaires

Questionnaire is an instrument which is used in data collection process. According to

Sounders et .al (2009)’. questionnaire is a set of questions which are usually sent to

the selected respondents to answer at their own convenient time and return back the

filled questionnaire to the researcher. The questionnaire-based-survey, by means of

using this method a number of 84 junior and senior staffs were in touch with the

researcher to provide pertinent answers to questionnaire.

3.8.2 Interviews

Under this method researcher made direct consultation with the respondents in the

council. All interviewing techniques were used to ensure that the respondents were

free to answer and explain all what they know financial management system. This

was to 13 people face to face process 2 people less as expected.

3.8.3 Observations

Observation is the method that implies the collection of information by the way of

researcher’s own observation, without interviewing the respondents ‘Saunders et.al

(2009)’. The information obtained relates to what is currently happening and is not
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complicated by either the past behavior of future intentions or attitude of

respondents.

The researcher spent time to observe the financial management systems, its

implementation and operation in the council and come up with findings.

3.8.4 Documentary Review

This involved collection of data through reading various documents including

relevant books, journals, articles, official publications, reports and seminar papers.

The technique refers to acquisition of data from various documents. Therefore

through Documentary review the researcher collected satisfactory information in

financial management system. This helped the researcher to get knowledge about the

topic under study, determined the research gap, and provides methodologies that

were used during the study.

3.9 Data Analysis Method

Data from questionnaires were summarized, edited coded. The coding involved

structuring the responses from the open and closed ended questions assigning them

nominal value for analytical purposes. The quantitative and qualitative data were fed

in the computer and analysed using statistical package for social science (SPSS)

computer programme. Both descriptive and inferential statistical analysis was done.

Descriptive statistical analysis mainly concentrated on frequencies and percentages

Inferential statistical analysis provided an idea of about whether the patterns

described in the sample are likely to apply in the population from which the samples

were drawn (James, 2007).
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CHAPTER FOUR

INTERPRETATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS, DATA ANALYSIS AND

DISCUSSION

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents, study findings, data analysis and discussion of the findings on

assessment of effectiveness of financial management system in local government

authorities: A case study of Nachingwea District council. In order to fulfill the

requirement of the study the researcher obliged to address the following research

questions:

Are there effective controlling mechanisms in local government councils?, Are

existing financial regulations and law followed by local government authorities? And

are there council budgets and accounts which provide indication of the quality and

realism of budgeting?

4.2 Research Findings

The findings of the study were based on the General objective of the study which is

the assessment of effectiveness of financial management system in local government

authorities. The aim was to see how efficient and effective the government is in

managing and utilizing the public money by delivery of service to the majority

people. The researcher used Questionnaires, interviews, observations and

documentary reviews, which constituted source of primary and secondary data

respectively, the research questions were guided by the following specific objective:

To examine if there are effective and functioning controlling mechanisms in local

government councils, to determine whether local government authorities follow the

existing financial regulations and laws and to determine whether council’s budgets

and accounts provide an indication of the quality and realism of budgeting.

The respondents indicated their person judgment against the provided questions;

such respondents were analyzed and presented.
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4.3 Characteristics of Respondents

Table 4.1: Interviewed Respondents

No. Respondents No expected Interviewed Rate

1 Chairman of council 1 1 6.25%

2 Director [DED] 1 1 6.25%

3 Head of departments 12 10 62.5%

4 Finance committee

committee

2 1 6.25%

5 Total 16 13 81.25%

Source: Field findings Nachingwea District  council 2013.

Table 4.1 above shows the number of people interviewed and response rate. Out of

16 people only 13 responded to the interview, which is 81.25% of the total number of

people expected to be interviewed. Of that respondents 62.5% is from the heads of

the departments, Finance committee is 6.25% and 6.25% for Chairman of council

and DED.

Table 4.2: Questionnaires Respondents

N Name of department Questionnaires

distributed

Returned

[responded]

Rate

1 Administration 3 2 3%

2 Finance 10 9 15%

3 Economic &Trade 2 1 2%

4 Heath 20 15 25%

5 Primary Education 10 4 7%

6 Secondary Education 10 3 5%

7 Work 3 3 5%

8 Planning & Environment. 3 3 5%

9 Agriculture 6 4 7%

10 Livestock 5 3 5%

11 Co-operative 2 2 4%

12 Community development 10 10 17%

TOTAL 84 59 100

Source: Survey data, 2013
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Out of 84 questionnaires distributed, only 59 filled questionnaires were returned as

shown in the summarized table 4.2 above. Of the respondents 3% is from

administration department , 15% from finance department, 2% from Economic &

Trade, 25% from Health department, 7% from primary Education department , 5%

from secondary education department, 5% from work department ,5% from

planning& environment department, 7% from agriculture department , 5% from live

stock department, 4% from Co-operative department  and 17% from community

development department.

In assessing the effectiveness of financial management system in local government

authorities, the questionnaires were distributed to 12 user groups which are:

Administration department, finance department, economic and trade department,

heath department, primary education department, secondary education department,

work department, planning and environment department, Agriculture and live stock

department, Co- operative department and community development department. The

selection was based on the people who are knowledgeable and have experience on

day to day council’s financial activities and who are aware in answering questions

included in the questionnaires.

4.4 Controlling Mechanisms in Local Government Councils

How do you rate internal financial controls instituted by the council?

Table 4. 3: Response on the Rate Internal Financial Controls in the Council

S/N Option Percentage Number responded

1 Weak 59% 35

2 Very weak 5% 3

3 Strong 29% 17

4 Very strong 7% 4

5 Total 100% 59

Source; Analyzed data by researcher, 2013

This question was asked to test the internal financial control of the council

Table 4.3 above shows that out of 59 respondents who returned questionnaire, 35

respondents which is 59% fell under weak option (59%). 3 respondents which is 5%
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(very weak), 17 respondents which is 29% (strong ) and 4 respondents which is 7%

(very strong). This means, large number of respondents show that they are not

comfortable on the council’s financial internal controls. Due to this findings the

council’s internal financial controls which instituted by the council is weak

How do you judge internal financial control situation in the council? Please explain.

This was an interview question. Most of the respondents interviewed said the internal

financial controls of Nachingwea district council are weak.

4.4.1 Authorization and Payment

Are all expenditure authorized by the responsible officers?

Table 4.4: Response on Expenditure Authorized by the Responsible Officers

S/N Option Percentage No. responded

1 Yes 93% 55

2 No 5% 3

3 Not applicable/do not know 2% 1

4 Total 100 59

Source; Analyzed data by researcher, 2013

Table 4.4, shows that from the administered questionnaires 93% responded yes, 5%

responded No and 2% do not know. This means majority of those who responded has

satisfied with expenditures authorization.Expenditures in Nachingwea district

council are authorized by responsible officers.

Are all expenditure properly analyzed and vouched?’

Table 4.5: Response on Expenditure Properly Analyzed and Vouched’
S/N Option Percentage No. of responded

1 Yes 39% 23

2 No 54% 32

3 Not applicable/do not know 7% 4

4 Total 100% 59

Source; Analyzed data by researcher, 2013
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Table 4.5 above shows that, 23 of the respondents which is 39% said yes, 32

respondents which is 54% said no and 4 respondents which is 7% said they don’t

know. Therefore the findings shows that about 54% of the respondents imply that not

all expenditure are properly analyzed and vouched. The  researcher  also observed

the CAG report on audited financial statement for the number of councils as

inadequately supported payments (Improperly vouched Expenditure). He found the

same that, supporting documents of the reported expenditures amounting to tsh

65,735,477  from Fy 2007-2012 in Nachingwea Council were missing which is

contrary to the payment Order.The same trend has also been shown by majority of

LGA’s.The analysis of inadequately supported payment vouchers for LGAs and

Nachingwea District Council for  five (5) financial years 2007/08, 2008/09, 2009/10,

2010/11 and 2011/2012 is as shown below:-

Table 4.6: Trend of Improperly Vouched Expenditures for Local Government

councils and Nachingwea District Council

S/N

Financial year

Amount (shs) For

Local Government

Authorities

Number of councils

involved

Amount (Shs)

for Nachingwea

Dc

1 2007/08 3,590,228,595 69 10, 291,963

2 2008/09 2,526,117,587 33 5,703,946

3 2009/10 2,830,338,208 34 21,387,111

4 2010/11 5,692,624,802 63 23,324,300

5 2011/12 3,367,208,321 74 15,320,120

Total 18,006,517,513 65,735,477

Source: Field Findings Nachingwea District Council (2013) and CAG General

Report on LGAs 2011/2012

The above table 4.6 entails that, for local government councils:

From the year 2007/08 to 2008/09 there was a slight decrease in terms of inadequate

supported payments with the number of respective councils by 29.6%.

From the year 2008/09 to 2009/10 there was a very slight increase of payments

which were inadequately supported with the number of councils involved by 12%.
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From the year 2009/10 to 2010/11 there was a very steep increase of expenditure

which were inadequately supported together with the number of respective councils

by 101%.

Finally, from the year 2010/11 to the year 2011/12 there was a decrease of

inadequate supported payments with the increase of number of councils involved by

40.8%.

More controls should be instituted to have custody of supporting documents that

substantiate payments made by the Councils in order to minimize the number of

Councils involved as well as the amount of expenditure not properly supported

The above data are also presented by using Histograms (figures 4.1&4.2)

respectively:
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Figure.4.1: Trend of Improperly Vouched Expenditures for Five Consecutive

Years, for Local Government Councils

Source: data Analyzed by researcher, 2013

Findings from the above figure 4.1 shows that the trend of improperly vouched

expenditure was worse in year 2010/2011, while in the other hand it was somehow

better in the year 2008/2009 compared to other years.
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Figure 4.2: Trend of Improperly Vouched Expenditures for Five Consecutive

Years, for Nachingwea District Councils.
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Source: data Analyzed by researcher, 2013

The above figure 4.2 shows that, for Nachingwea District Council, from the year

2007/08 to 2008/09 there was a slight decrease in terms of inadequate supported

payments by 44.5% from the year 2008/09 to 2009/10 there was a very steep increase

of payments which were inadequately supported   by 274.5%. From the year 2009/10

to 2010/11 there was a very slight increase of expenditure which were inadequately

supported by 9.05%.

Finally, from the year 2010/11 to the year 2011/12 there was a decrease of

inadequate supported payments by 34%. This means there is no stability in

systematic control of document materials that support payments. Supporting

documents for payment vouchers are not properly kept.
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4.4.2 Missing Payment Vouchers (Unvouched Expenditure)

Expenditures totaling Shs. 9,130,628.6 for FY 2005,Shs 5,5703,946 for FY 2007 and

Shs 4,234,435 for FY 2009 in  Nachingwea Council were not supported by their

respective Payment Vouchers, observed in management latter’s issued by CAG,in

different year. Therefore, nature and validity of expenditure incurred by this Council

were not verified. This is contrary to Order 104 of LGFM, 2009 which requires

payment vouchers together with supporting documents to be maintained and given

proper security and custody for a period of not less than 7 years.  Analysis of missing

Payment Vouchers has also been shown in Table 4.7 in other LGAs for five (5)

financial years: 2007/08, 2008/09, 2009/10, 2010/11 and 2011/2012 is as shown

below table.

Table 4.7: Trend of Missing payment Vouchers for Five Consecutive Years in

LGAs

No. F/Year Amount (Shs.) No. of Councils involved

1 2007/08 1,370,245,729 45

2 2008/09 2,526,117,587 33

3 2009/10 2,830,338,208 34

4 2010/11 1,080,519,810 32

5 2011/12 1,509,529,810 22

Source: Controller and Auditor General (CAG) General Report on LGAs 2011/2012

The above trend of missing Payment Vouchers for five years can be presented in a

line graph in figure 4.3below.

From the year 2007/08 to 2008/09 the amount of payments with missing payment

vouchers were increased by 84.4% with a decrease number of council involved from

45 to 33 councils.

From the year 2008/09 to 2009/10 the amount of payments with missing payment

vouchers were increased by 12% with a slightly increase number of council involved

from 33 to 34 councils.
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From the year 2009/10 to 2010/11 the amount of payments with missing payment

vouchers were decreased by 61.8% with a slightly decrease number of council

involved from 34 to 32 councils. From the year 2010/11 to 2011/12 the amount of

payments with missing payment vouchers were increased by 39.7% with a decrease

number of council involved from 32 to 22 councils.

Figure 4.3: Trend of Missing Payment Vouchers
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Figure 4.3 Shows that the trend of missing payment voucher in LGA’s increased

from 2007/2008-2009/2010, decreased from 2009/2010 and in 2010/11-2011/12

there was also an increase.
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4.4.3 Procurement and Contract Management

Is there procurement officer in your council?

Table 4.8: Response of Procurement Officers in the Council

S

S/N

Option percentage No. responded

1 Yes 96% 57

2 No 2% 1

3 Do not know 2% 1

4 Total 100% 59

Source; Analyzed data by researcher, 2013

The study find out that Nachingwea district council has procurement officer. The

research question in the above table 4.8, when asked they responded as follows:

Yes option 96%, no option 2% and not applicable option 2% this means the council

has procurement officer.

But when I conducted an interview with most of the head of departments, by asking

how you do judge the procurement unit in your council? Many respondents said unit

is poor performing its duties, has only one procurement officer who qualifies and the

procurement unit has a lot of work. One said in last two years when he went to the

college for further study the unit left with no staff with qualification to perform

procurement duties.

Are the procurement procedure followed?

Table 4.9: Response on Pprocurement Procedures

S/N Option percentage No. Responded

1 Yes 85% 50

2 No 12% 7

3 Do not know 3% 2

4 Total 100% 59

Source; Analyzed data by researcher, 2013
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The respondents gave the following results: yes option 85%, no option 12% and 3%.

This finding shows that the majority of respondents said that the procurement

procedures are followed. The researcher did not conclude on that but went far in

investigating by interview conducted by the head of departments.

Do you think procurement procedures are followed? Explain.

The respondents said “not all procurement procedures are followed, in the

management latter given by CAG on the audit conducted on the financial statements,

we have a number of queries concerning procurements”. This means procurement

procedures are not followed.

The researcher observed the procurement report of different years from 2008-2012

Many irregularities were found by the researcher as follows;

In Financial year 2008/2009; Procurement of goods and services amounting to

4,780,800/= were not in procurement plan, total amount of 1500,000/= was paid to

non approved suppliers, there was no Fixed Asset Register maintained by the

Council, and the amount for Annual Procurement plan for each department have not

been indicated.

However according to CAG report on audited financial Statements on LGA’s in

Financial year 2011/2012; Nachingwea District councils made procurements

amounting to shs 15, 824,532 without obtaining approval of the Tender Board. The

report also shows that other twenty-three (23) Councils made procurements without

obtaining approval of the Tender Board during the same financial year 2011/2012.

These Councils and amounts involved are shown in the table 5 below.
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Table 4.10: Councils with Procurement without Tender Board Approval

No. Name     of the Council Amount (Shs.)

1 Mafia DC 9,320,000

2 Makete DC 44,450,000

3 Mufindi DC 192,969,715

4 Njombe TC 10,000,000

5 Biharamulo DC 13,675,000

6 Bukoba MC 10,000,000

7 Missenyi DC 20,812,965

8 Chato DC 3,090,000

9 Kibondo DC 23,800,000

10 Ruangwa DC 15,410,890

11 Hanang’ DC 7,078,600

12 Kyela DC 30,840,800

13 Rungwe DC 16,731,000

14 Kilombero DC 3,200,000

15 Ulanga DC 29,519,000

16 Mvomero DC 3,120,000

17 Mtwara MC 16,843,600

18 Kwimba DC 9,413,875

19 Songea MC 5,311,200

20 Songea DC 21,468,000

21 Namtumbo DC 3,200,000

22 Manyoni DC 27,475,100

23 Tanga CC 7,459,128

TOTAL 525,188,873

Source: Controller and Auditor General (CAG) General Report on LGAs 2011/2012

The analysis of procurements without obtaining approval of the Tender Board for the

last two years for LG’s is shown in the table 4.10, below:
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Table 4.11: Trend of Procurement of Goods and Services without Tender Board

Approval

S/N Narrations Year ,amount, and

no of council

involved

Year,amount,a

nd no.of

council

involved

1 Financial year 2010/11 2011/12

2 Amount (shs) not approved by Tender

Board

239,984,297 541,013,405

3 Number of councils involved 7 24

4 Total amount in shs 239,984297 541,013,405

Source: Controller and Auditor General (CAG) General Report on LGAs 2011/2012

The above analysis can be shown in line graph in figure 4.4 below;

Figure 4.4: Trend of Procurement of Goods and Services without Tender Board

Approval

Source: Analyzed data by researcher, 2013
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From the table and graph above, the amount not approved by Tender Boards

increased by Shs.301,029,108 from 2010/2011 to 2011/2012 equivalent to 125%.

The huge amount indicates that there is a drastic increase in terms of amount and

number of Councils involved in procurements without obtaining Tender Board’s

approval. Apart from non-compliance with the Public Procurement Act, value for

money on these procurements could also not be ascertained.

4.5 Financial Regulations and Laws

Are all financial regulations and guidelines followed?

Table 4.12: Responses on Financial Regulations and Guidelines

S/N Option Percentage No.responded

1 Yes 69% 41

2 No. 12% 7

3 Do not know 19% 11

4 Total 100% 59

Source; Analyzed data by researcher, 2013

Of 59 respondents 41 which are 69% said yes, 7respondents which is 12% said no

and11 respondents which is 19% said they do not know. The researcher went on

observing different documents. The following regulations were found to be violated:

(i) Order no. 5 (c) of Local Authority Financial Memorandum 1997 which

require payment to be supported by documents and

(ii) Order 8(2)(c) and 104 of Local Government Financial Memorandum of

2009 which requires all payments made by Councils to be supported by

proper supporting documents.

(iii) Sect. 3(1) of the Public Procurement Act No. 21 of 2004

The findings there fore indicate that not all financial regulations are followed.

Does finance committee receive and discuss audit report?
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Table 4.13: Responses on Finance Committee to Receive and Discuss Audit

Report

S/N Option percentage No.  responded

1 Yes 78% 46

2 No. 8% 5

3 Do not know 14 8

4 Total 100% 59

Source; Analyzed data by researcher, 2013

Table 4.13 above shows that, Out of 59 respondents 78% said yes, 8% No and 14%

do not know. This means finance committee receives and discusses the audit reports.

When do members of finance committee receive the financial report before actual

meeting?

Table 4.14:.Response on Time Members of Finance Committee Receive the

Financial Report Before Actual Meeting

S/N Option percentage No. responded

1 less than 1 week before the

actual meeting

49% 29

2 1 week before the actual meeting 39% 23

3 more than 1 week before the actual meeting 12% 7

4 Total 100% 59

Source; Analyzed data by researcher, 2013

Table 4.14 shows that, of 59 respondents 29 which are 49% said less than one week,

23 which is 39% said one week and 7 which is 12% said more than one week.

The findings therefore show that, the finance committee do receive and discuss audit

and financial report, but they receive very few days before the final meeting. The

finance committee is supposed to receive financial report at least one week before the

final meeting.
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How many times the council receive adverse or qualified Audit opinion from

2004/2005-2010/2012?

Table 4.15: Response on Frequency the council received Adverse or Qualified

Audit Opinion From 2004/2005-2010/2012

S/N Option Percentage No.responded

1 1-4 times 15% 9

2 more than 4 times 17% 10

3 do not know 68% 40

4 Total 100% 59

Source; Analyzed data by researcher, 2013

Table 4.15 above shows that, 9 respondents which are 15% said 1-4 times, 10

respondents which is 17%said more than four times and 40 respondents which is

68% said they do not know. The researcher did not conclude on these answers due to

majority of the respondents seem not to be aware on audit opinions. The researcher

therefore observed different reports from CAG Audit report on audited financial

statements, and comes with the summarized results in table 4.16 below:

Table 4.16: Trend of Audit Opinions Issued to Nachingwea DC for the Financial

Years 2004/2005 - 2011/12

No Financial Year Types of audit opinion

1 2004/2005 Adverse

2 2005/2006 Qualified

3 2006/2007 Qualified

4 2007/2008 Unqualified

5 2008/2009 Unqualified

6 2009/2010 Unqualified

7 2010/2011 Unqualified

8 2011/2012 Unqualified

Source; analyzed by researcher, 2013 from management later issued to Nachingwea

by (CAG) 2004/2005-2011/2012
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The table 4.16 therefore shows that the council received the adverse or qualified

audit opinion one to four times from 2004/05-2011/12. The council also has received

unqualified opinion 2007-2012 consecutively, which means the councils financial

statements are prepared, in all material respects and in accordance with the

applicable financial reporting framework. However, issuance of an unqualified

opinion does not mean that the Council has efficient and effective systems financial

management. It only means that nothing material enough has come to CAG’s

attention to warrant a qualified opinion. In the most recent reports from the

Controller and Auditor General (CAG) more councils than before received a

‘unqualified’ report on their accounts. But it is too early to state whether this is a

trend. To my knowledge, the quality of the CAG’s reports on local authorities has

not been evaluated. Hence, one should be cautious about drawing conclusions based

on the CAG’s findings. Preliminary observations from different councils indicate,

however, that no significant improvements have taken place in recent years to curb

the problem financial indiscipline of public fund.

Did the council get raised audit queries repeatedly?

Table 4.17: Response on Getting Audit Queries Repeatedly to the Council

S/N Option Yes No. responded

1 Yes 80% 47

2 No 10% 6

3 Do not know 10% 6

4 Total 100% 59

Source; Analyzed data by researcher, 2013

Table 4.17 above shows that, Out of 59 respondents; 47 which 80% said yes, 6 which

is 10% said no and 6 respondents which is 10% said they don’t know. The findings

show that the council gets the audit queries repeatedly. This is also shown on the

CAG Audit report in different years. See the table 4.18, below.
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Table 4.18: Trend of repeated audit queries of Improperly Vouched

Expenditures for at Nachingwea District Council.

S/N Financial year Amount (Shs)

1 2007/08 10, 291,963

2 2008/09 5,703,946

3 2009/10 21,387,111

4 2010/11 23,324,300

5 2011/12 15,320,120

Source; Analyzed data by researcher, 2013

Table 4.18 above shows that Nachingwea district council got the audit queries of

improperly vouched expenditure each year from 2007/2008 to 2011/2012.

4.6 Council‘s Budgets and Accounts

Questionnaire number; 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 were asked to determine how the

budget is conducted, its quality and realism. The results are summarized in the table

4.19 below.

Table 4.19: Responses to Questionnaire

Question Yes No Not Applicable/Do

Not know

11 Are you involved in preparation of budget? 39% 58% 23%

12 Did you receive any budget

preparation/planning training/

20% 78% 2%

13 Does your Organization establish a

permanent team for budget preparation and

implementation?

24% 71% 5%

14 Do you think the Budget is well applied in

this council?

26% 71% 3%

15 Do you face problems in implementing the

Budget?

83% 8.5% 8.5%

Source: survey data 2013

From Table 4.19 above; Research questionnaire (11) was asked to test the number of

people who are involved in budget preparation the results show that of 59 people
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reached by the researcher; 58% are not involved in preparation of the budget, 39%

are involved and 23% do not know.

Research questionnaire (12) was asked to test the number of staff with

budgeting/planning skills. Of the respondents 78% have not received any budget

preparation/training, 20% of respondents have received budget training and 2% do

not know

Research questionnaire (13) was asked to know if the council has a permanent team

for budget preparation.71% said no permanent team for budget preparation, 24%

said yes and 5% they do not know.

Research questionnaire (14) was asked aiming to know if the budget is well applied

in the council. Of the respondents 71% said no, 26% yes and 3% they don’t know.

Research questionnaire (15) was asked to know if there are problems during

implementation of the budget. The results show that 83% face problems in

implementing the budget.8.5% do not face problem and 8.5% are not concerned

about budget, they do not know.

What problem do you get in implementing the budget? explain

The researcher went far by conducting an interview by asking the above question for

the many respondents said, budgeted money is not received as planned, and therefore

the planned activities can not be implemented. Other said there is delay to receive

money from the Ministry of Finance. Also the budget is being disturbed by

emergence such as visitation. Majority said poor management is also a problem.

The findings therefore indicate that: The budget is not participatory; many people are

not involved in preparation of budget. The budget must be participatory; people from

grass root level should be involved. Most people who are involved in budget

preparation have not received any budget training, and no permanent team for budget

preparation. Many
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Also many people face problems in implementing the budget. One of the interviewee

said the budget is being disturbed by emergences such as visitation and delay to get

money from ministry of finance. They sometimes receive money less than budgeted

and cause some activities to be left without implementation.

Can the budget explain the variance between budgeted and actual for both total

income and expenditure?

Of 59 People reached by the researcher,86% indicates that the budget explain the

variance between budgeted actual for both total income and expenditure,8% no and

6% said they don’t know. The findings from observation are shown by analytical

review below which indicates the amount of own revenue sources approved budget

and actual collection for six consecutive years.

Table 4.20: Budgeted Estimates and Actual Collection with Variance

Financial year Budget Estimates Actual collection Variance Percentage

2006/2007 430,257,880 383,444,260 -46,813,260 12%

2007/2008 329,000,000 326,623,551 -2,376,449 0.7%

2008/2009 423,704,241 413,078,602 -10,625,639 2.6%

2009/2010 572,166,000 530,214,517 -41,951,483 7.9%

2010/2011 1,154,439,856 1,105,553,318 -48,886,538 4.4%

2011/2012 1,552,517,000 1,395,543,000 -156,974,000 11%

Source: Field findings Nachingwea District Council, 2013

The analytical review above from financial year 2006/07-2011/2012 shows the great

fluctuation of council’s trend of revenue collection which does not portray a healthy

picture for revenue collection for sustainability of the councils. During 2006/07 there

was 12% less than actual collection, 0.7% in 2007/08, 2.6% in 2008/09, in 2009/10,

4.4%in 2010/11 and 11% in 2011/12. This means collection dropped much in

2007/2008, 2008/09 and 2010/11. The above analysis can also be presented in figure

4.5 below:
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Figure 4.5: Approved budgeted Estimates and Revenue Collection
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The above histogram also shows that there was a great variation in the amount of

revenue collected, from 2006/07 to 2011/12.The situation was worse in 2006/2007

and 20011/12 than other financial year. Great variation of council’s trend of revenue

collection does not portray a healthy picture for revenue collection for sustainability

of the councils. During 2006/07 there was 12% less than actual collection, 0.7% in

2007/08, 2.6% in 2008/09, in 2009/10, 4.4%in 2010/11 and 11% in 2011/12. This

means collection dropped much in 2007/2008, 2008/09 and 2010
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the conclusion and recommendations of the study. The

conclusion will cover the summary of the study while recommendations will be

made for Nachingwea District Council and The Government in General. Apart from

these the areas for further study will be covered

Local government Authorities faced constraints in financial and human resource

management. During 1980’s the government took steps to improve the performance

of local authorities to remove the weaknesses to strength financial management

system, through public financial management reform programme (PFMRP), which

has been in operation since 1998.There are positive improvement noted compared to

previous years though a number of councils are still getting adverse, clean and

qualified opinion on audited financial statements.

5.2 Summary of Findings

The researcher found that local government authorities have no good and effective

controlling mechanisms. There are weak internal controls, payment controls and

authorization procedures are found to be weak. Most payments were not supported

by the required documents as per requirement of Order no (5) of the local authority

financial memorandum (1997).Supplies of goods and services were made contrary to

government laid down procedures and financial regulations. Large amount of money

was used for procurement of goods and services without approval of the tender

Board contrary to requirement of Regulations 40 and 41of Public Procurement Act

2005. Most of the procurement of goods and services were not in procurement plan,

and some amount of money was paid to non approved suppliers Fixed Asset Register

was not found and maintained by the Council.
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However the findings indicate, many local government authorities do not comply

with most of the financial regulations and laws. The level of compliance to

procurement legislations is still inadequate.

Purchases for annual procurement plan for each department have not been indicated

contrary to sec.45 (b) of 2004 and Regulation 46(9) of PPR of 2005, Expenditures of

large amount were not supported by their respective Payment Vouchers. Therefore,

nature and validity of expenditure incurred by this Council were not verified. This is

contrary to Order 104 of LGFM, 2009 which requires payment vouchers together

with supporting documents to be maintained and given proper security and custody

for a period of not less than 7 years.

Lastly local government authorities face problems in implementing the budgets. The

budget preparations in most of the government councils are not participatory/glass

root levels are not involved. These result to failure in budgetary control in the

implementation stage.

5.3 Conclusion

The study deals with assessment of effectiveness of financial management system in

local government authorities. The findings are clearly discussed in chapter four.

A conclusion therefore is drawn from these findings as follows;

There are weak internal financial controls. This implies that LGA’s lack strong

controlling mechanisms to safeguard public resources. All expenditures are

authorized by responsible officers though control over payments is found to be weak.

Expenditures are not properly analyzed and vouched. Most payments were not

sufficiently supported by the required documents. There were many missing payment

vouchers. This means the accuracy and authenticity of payments made could not be

ascertained. this indicates that public resources were not properly and efficiently

utilized.
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Nachingwea DC has procurement officer, but most procurement procedures are not

followed. Procurement of goods and services which were not in procurement plan

were made, payments were made to non approved supplier.

However there are lack of Comply with financial regulation and existing laws, Most

LGA’s did not comply with the requirement of Regulation  40 and 41 of the public

procurement Regulation of 2005.This has impact in value for money for transactions

affected

The finance committee does receive and discuss audit reports though they receive

less than 1 week before the actual meeting. This means the discussion could not be

effective.

The council received Adverse or qualified audit opinion one to four times from 2004-

2012 though it rose audit queries repeatedly.

Lastly the council’s budgets and accounts determine the reality and realism of

budgeting though; there is no budgeted control in execution stage, the local

government authorities face problem in implementing the budget, no permanent team

for budget preparation. There was delay of fund disbursement by the Ministry of

Finance to region and District level. The local authorities sometimes receive money

less than what is budgeted. This cause some of activities and projects not

implemented or not completed

Therefore from the findings above there is no effectiveness of financial management

system in most of LGA’s.

5.4 Recommendations

Based on the study findings and conclusion, in order to ensure there are effective

financial management systems in LGAs the researcher recommends the following;

The PMO-RALG should come up with an appropriate internal control structures to

support LGAs in documenting internal controls in their organizations. There must be
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management control system which is strong. The district executive director should

ensure:

Regular job rotation to be made yearly in finance department. This is not    done

efficiently,Key success factors in accounts department, and establishing a system of

rewarding them for doing excellent job; and Providing training to members of

finance department and others who deal with fund control and allocate to the budget

to attend seminars in relation to services.

This will assist achievement of their objectives easily and could include a general

guidance in preparation of IT policy, Risk management framework, Audit committee

charter, internal Audit Charter and other guiding documents necessary for an

effective internal control system in LGAs.

Since the problem of unvouched and improperly vouched expenditure is big in most

of the Councils, the managements of the LGAs should be serious on their primary

responsibility in ensuring that, Councils’ accountable documents including Payment

Vouchers are properly safeguarded and should be made available for verification

when needed.

The LGAs should ensure that there are action plan, this will avoid misappropriation

of public resources. The LGAs should ensure that, there is compliance to

procurement legislations (proper procurement procedures) as stipulated in the public

procurement procedures as stipulated in the public procurement Act of 2004 are

complied with.

The LGAs should ensure that the procurement plan is exhaustive and is aligned with

the approved budget in order to avoid unplanned purchases. The council’s

management should make sure that annual procurement plan and procurement

reports indicate; quantity, type and amount of goods and services procured. This will

ascertain that procured goods and services are carried out efficiently and effectively,

there must be also clear identification of goods and services intended to be procured

during the year.
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In budgeting the management has to make sure that there is participatory in

preparation of budget. Different staffs from different department have to be trained

on budgets, the budget guidelines committee should be well equipped with the pre-

requisite information from all sectors, should promote participatory in preparation of

budget. Plan Rep need to be taught to staffs who thought to be preparing the budget

with no discrimination but basing on academic qualifications.

5.5 Area for Further Study

Different researchers are interested in difference places of study. Those who are

interested in local government have a big ground to conduct studies. The following

are areas of which researchers can conduct studies if interested;

(i). Financial record management in local government authorities;

(ii). Budgeted control in local government authorities in Tanzania; and

(iii). Assessment of computerized system (epicor) operation in local

government authorities
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APPENDICES

Appendix I: Research Questionnaire for Local Government Council’s Staff

This questionnaire is intended for research purposes on assessment of effectiveness

of financial management system in local authorities. the study is for partial

fulfillment of requirements for award of master of science in accounting and finance

degree (MSc A&F) offered by Mzumbe University.

Your kindly required to promptly complete this questionnaire by filling the empty

space and put a tick(√ )to the correct answer of the given letters(a ,b, c & d).the

information to be written on this paper will be treated as confidential.

1. How do you rate internal financial controls instituted by the councils?

(i.) Weak, (       )

(ii.) Very weak (       )

(iii.) Strong (       )

(iv.) Very Strong (       )

2. Are all expenditure authorized by the responsible officer?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Not Applicable (       )

3. Are all expenditure properly analyzed and vouched?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Not Applicable (       )

4. Is there procurement officer In your council?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )
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( iv ) Not applicable (       )

5. Are the procurement procedures followed?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Not Applicable (       )

6. Are all financial regulations and guidelines followed?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Do not know (       )

7. Does finance committee receive and discus audit reports?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Do not know (       )

8. When do members of finance committee receive financial reports?

(i.) Less than 1 week before the actual meeting (       )

(ii.) 1 week before the actual meeting (       )

(iii.) More than 1 week before the actual meeting (       )

9. How many times the council has received Adverse or Qualified Audit Report

from 2004/5-2010/11?

(i.) One –four times (       )

(ii.) More than four times (       )

(iii.) Do not know (       )
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10. Did the council get raise Audit Queries repeatedly?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Do not know (       )

11. Are you involved in preparation of budget?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Not Applicable (       )

12. Did you receive any budget preparation/planning training?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Not applicable (       )

13. Does Your Organization establish a permanent team for budget preparation

and implementation?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Do not know (       )

14. Do you think the Budget is well applied in this council?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Not Applicable (       )

15. Do you face problems in implementing the Budget?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Do not Know (       )
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16. Can the budget explain the variance between budgeted and actual for both

total income and expenditure?

(i.) Yes (       )

(ii.) No (       )

(iii.) Do not know (       )

Thank You

Bunyige William Chacha
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Appendix II: Interview Questions for the heads of departments

1. How do you judge internal financial control situation in the council? Please

explain.

2. How do you judge the procurement unit in your council?

3. Do you think procurement procedures are followed? Explain

4. What problems do you get in implementing the budget? Explain please.

Thank you
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Appendix III: Response to Questionnaires issued to Council’s Staff

QUESTION YES NO NOT

APPLICABLE/

DO NOTKNOW

2.Are all expenditure authorized by the responsible

officer?

93% 5% 2%

3.Are all expenditure properly analyezed and

vouched?

39% 54% 7%

4.Is there procurement officer in your council? 97% 1.5% 1.5%

5.Are the procurement procedures folled? 85% 12% 3%

6.Are all financial regulations and guidelines

followed?

69% 12% 19%

7.Does finance committee receive and discus audit

reports?

78% 8% 14

10.Did the council get raised Audit Queries

repeatedly?

80% 10% 10%

11.Are you involved in preparation of budget? 39% 58% 23%

12.Did you receive any budget

preparation/planning training/

12

20%

46

78%

01

2%

13.Does your Organization establish a permanent

team for budget preparation  and implementation?

24% 71% 5%

14.Do you think the Budget is well applied in this

council?

26% 71% 3%

15.Do you face problems in implementing the

Budget?

83% 8.5% 8.5%

16.Can  the Budget explain the variance between

Budgeted and actual for both total income and

expenditure?

86% 8% 6%
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1.How do you rate internal financial

controls

Instituted by the councils

very weak

5%

strong

29%

very strong

7%

8.When do members of finance

committee receive financial reports

less than 1

week before

the

actual meeting

49%

1 week

before the

actual

meeting

39%

more than 1 week

before the actual

meeting

12%

9.How many times the council has

received Adverse or Qualified Audit

Report from 2004/2005-2010/2011?

1-4 times

15%

more than 4

times

17%

do not know

68%


